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Abstract Responding to long-standing warnings that

robots and AI will enslave humans, I argue that the main

problem we face is not that automation might turn us into

slaves but, rather, that we remain masters. First I construct

an argument concerning what I call ‘the tragedy of the

master’: using the master–slave dialectic, I argue that

automation technologies threaten to make us vulnerable,

alienated, and automated masters. I elaborate the implica-

tions for power, knowledge, and experience. Then I criti-

cally discuss and question this argument but also the very

thinking in terms of masters and slaves, which fuels both

arguments. I question the discourse about slavery and

object to the assumptions made about human–technology

relations. However, I also show that the discussion about

masters and slaves attends us to issues with human–human

relations, in particular to the social consequences of

automation such as power issues and the problem of the

relation between automation and (un)employment. Finally,

I reflect on how we can respond to our predicament, to ‘the

tragedy of the master’.

Keywords Automation � Artificial intelligence �
Robotics � AI � Ethics of AI � Philosophy of AI � Master–

slave dialectic

Introduction

Echoing a long tradition going back at least to Aristotle’s

comments in the Nicomachean Ethics about the slave as a

‘living tool’ and the tool as a ‘lifeless slave’ (Aristotle,

1161b2-7), thinking about technology in terms of masters

and slaves is more popular than ever. Current discussions

about automation, robotics, and AI in the robotics/AI

community and beyond seem to be am especially fertile

ground for such a thinking. For instance, there have been

many recent warnings about AI or robots taking over,

indeed becoming our masters rather than the other way

around. Consider for instance claims about AI in the media

by Hawking,1 Musk,2 Wozniak,3 and Rees.4 Sometimes the

future of AI, automation, and robotics is explicitly dis-

cussed in terms of ‘‘masters’’ and ‘‘slaves’’. For instance,

echoing a well-known theme in the history of thinking

about machines, Wallach compares technology with ‘a

dangerous master’ which gets out of control (Wallach

2015) and Bryson has argued that ‘robots should be slaves’:

we should not humanize them or make them into moral

agents, but rather as ‘tools we use’ (Bryson 2010).

In this paper, I do not simply deny that machines are

going to take over (by contra-predicting that this will not

happen), assume that this is a possibility (e.g. by endorsing

Hawking or by claiming that instead we should develop

robots that are slaves, as Bryson did), or point out that this
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kind of warnings distract from other, more urgent problems

(as I have done in my Wired article5). Instead I first revise

the thesis that robots will enslave us—claiming that it’s

exactly the other way around: the problem is not that we

become slaves but that we remain masters—and then

question the very terms in which the problem is framed.

Let me explain.

In the first section I do not defend talking about robots

and AI in terms of masters and slaves, but ask: if we talk

about our relation to technology in this way, then how may

this conceptualize the human–machine relation? What does

automation imply for ‘‘masters’’ and ‘‘slaves’’? What fol-

lows for the role of humans? What follows for machines?

Who is master and who is slave? What are the social

implications? I construct the argument on what I call ‘the

tragedy of the master’: automation technology developed

to serve us renders us vulnerable, creates distance to

material reality, and constrains our actions to those com-

patible with the technology. In the second section, I then

present a critique of the argument constructed in the pre-

vious section. In particular, I question the terms in which

this discussion is framed and criticize some assumptions.

First I point to the concept of ‘‘slave’’, which is seldom

unpacked in the present discussions, to moral–historical

meanings attached to the term ‘‘slaves’’ (and indeed

question what the very term means). Then I criticize the

assumptions about human–technology relations implied in

the discussion. I also ask whether alternative (automation?)

technologies might avoid the problems indicated in this

paper and whether we might move beyond master–slave

thinking. In this way the paper aims to contribute to

thinking about automation, AI, and robotics, but also to

philosophy of technology in general.

Section I: Automation technology and the tragedy
of the master

In this section I construct the thesis that, contrary to the

received view, the main problem with automation is not

that we might become the slaves of technology but that we

remain its (troubled) masters. Let me start with Hegel’s

influential so-called ‘‘master–slave dialectic’’ to support

this claim and, on the way, re-cast some of the arguments

in my work about technology, vulnerability (Coeckelbergh

2013a) and distance (e.g. Coeckelbergh 2013b, 2015a, b).

Masters, slaves, and automation technology

In the Phenomenology of the Spirit (1807) Hegel describes

how self-conscious develops between two beings. There is

a struggle for recognition: ‘each seeks the death of the

other’ and this ‘involves the staking of its own life’ (Hegel

1807, p. 113). The result of this struggle to death is that one

masters the other; this is the ‘‘master’’, the victor in the

mortal struggle. The ‘‘slave’’ then works for the master.

This, however, makes recognition impossible since the

slave6 (qua slave) cannot give it to the master since the

slave lacks ‘independent consciousness’ (p. 117). More-

over, whereas the master’s relation to nature is mediated by

the slave, the slave has a more direct relation to nature

through work: the slave makes products for the master.

Having created products, the slave ‘realizes that it is pre-

cisely in this work wherein he seemed to have only an

alienated existence that he acquires a mind of his own’ (p.

119).

Hegel’s master–slave dialectic is more complex and

must be interpreted in the light of the entire book, that

is, in the light of the history of the spirit Hegel narrates.

For the purpose of this paper, I will be content with this

brief version as a working version of the dialectic used

for the construction of the argument in this section,

retaining in particular (1) the insight that the master, who

has turned the other into a slave, then becomes entirely

dependent on the slave and (2) Hegel’s interesting sug-

gestion that masters and slaves have a different relation

to nature: the one mediated, the other unmediated

(through work).

Now what does this dialectic imply if applied to the

issue of automation and, more generally, to the human–

technology relation? In line with previously mentioned

claims recent claims about AI and robots taking over, it

might be interpreted to imply that there is a struggle

between humans and technology, in which technology

becomes our master. There seems to be a reversal of roles:

first technology was our slave, as Aristotle said and as it

was ‘‘meant’’ to be (the idea being that technology is

developed in order to serve humans), but now the machine

becomes our master. The robots will be our new lords and

masters, we will be the slaves.

However, this is not really what the master–slave

dialectic says, even in this brief working version. The slave

does not become the master; the master remains master, but

is what we could call a troubled master, who lacks true

independence—being dependent on the master for recog-

nition and subsistence—but at the same time cannot step

out of the master role. One could call this ‘‘tragic’’, since

on the one hand it is the result of the will and action of the

5 http://www.wired.com/2014/12/armageddon-is-not-the-ai-problem/.

6 Note that ‘‘master’’ and ‘‘servant’’ may be a better translation of the

German Herr and Knecht. However, here I will continue to use the

terms ‘‘master’’ and ‘‘slave’’ in order to remain in line with the

popular discussion.
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master to become the master, but on the other hand once

the master position is achieved the highly desired inde-

pendence and freedom turns into a new kind of dependence

and bondage.

This happens with technology, and in particular with

automation technology: we created technology to be our

slave. We gain from this since we do no longer have to do

the ‘‘dirty’’ work and have more comfort, but we pay a

price: we become dependent on the technology. In partic-

ular, re-interpreting what I have said about vulnerability

and technology (Coeckelbergh 2013a, b), the master

becomes a dependent and vulnerable master whose vul-

nerability is transformed in specific ways by the tools used.

Furthermore, as masters of the machines we become

alienated from nature since the work is done by the

machine. Let me further explain and elaborate these claims,

and add a related but third claim about what automation

does to us.

Automation technologies render us (1) vulnerable,

(2) alienated, and (3) automated

First, automation renders us vulnerable since we trans-

ferred work to the machine: if something happens to the

automation system we are lost. In this sense, our vulner-

ability is transformed by technology in a specific way: we

are no longer or at least not mainly ‘‘directly’’ vulnerable

to natural processes but we become vulnerable to the

machine. As we delegate work to the machine and the

machine comes to mediate our being-vulnerable to nature,

we are rendered vulnerable to the machine, to the tech-

nology. This creates the paradox or irony that we desired

to become less vulnerable and more independent from

nature, but the very tools we use for this purpose create

new vulnerabilities and dependencies (Coeckelbergh

2013a, b). We wanted to be masters of nature and in our

struggle with nature we put our lives at risk in order to

achieve that mastery, but once achieved, then as masters

of technology we become more dependent than ever—now

on technology. We thus find ourselves in the Hegelian

tragic situation of the master: it is through our own

actions, aimed at freedom, that we achieve (a new kind of)

bondage.

Second, automation renders us alienated from material

reality, since we now work in ways that no longer require

intense and direct engagement with that material reality;

the machine mediates between us and material–physical

reality, between us and nature. It thereby creates a gap, a

distance, between us and nature. Now in so far as tech-

nologies mediate our relations to the world this always

happens to some degree (for instance a shovel is ‘‘be-

tween’’ a gardener and the soil) and hence there is always

some distance, but some technology may increase the

distance.7 Automation, in particular, worsens the problem

concerning distance to nature if and in so far the action is

entirely delegated to the machine. This is different from

mere mediation of what remains largely human action, as

for example when we use a hammer or a shovel, or even a

tele-operated robot.8 Whereas previously the technology

was an aid to human action (for example the hammer is an

aid; the agency remains with the human), now the action

itself is entirely in the hands of the machine. This changes

the relation to nature: it creates more distance. Agency is

transferred from humans to machines in the sense that they

now do the work (however, they lack the ability to give

recognition to the human). The machines are now artificial

agents, which, like humans, work upon the world but are—

in contrast to us—in direct contact with nature. Thus, here

the point is not that these artificial agents will become our

masters, but rather that even if this does not happen, we

have a problem qua masters. In order to master nature, we

have created entities that were meant to be our artificial

slaves, but this has created distance to nature. Only the

entities that serve us engage in material–physical activities,

mix themselves with nature. Only the machines are in close

touch with nature; we are their alienated and dependent

masters.

Note that this point differs from Marx, who is of course

a famous interpreter of Hegel: it is neither about loss self-

expression, as in the early Marx (1844), nor about capital,

as in the Marx of Capital (1867). The emphasis here is on

the alienation from nature, not so much on the alienation

from the work, the products of the work, the other workers,

7 For instance, in my work on technology and distance, I have argued

that electronic information and communication technologies (ICTs)

tend to increase the distance—literally, by enabling communication

over long distances, but also metaphorically, creating social and

moral distance [see for instance my claims about financial technolo-

gies and distance in Money Machines (Coeckelbergh 2015a) and

about nature and ICTs in Coeckelbergh (2015b)]. However, here I

will focus on the issue of automation.
8 There is also use of automation technology that does not fully

delegate the action to the machine. In such cases, the machine plays

the role of mediator between humans and their environment. For

instance, a surgeon may use a robot to remotely operate on a patient.

In such cases, there is at least less distance to nature than in cases of

full delegation of agency: there is technological mediation, but the

action remains in the hands of the surgeon to an important degree. It

could even be argued that at least some teleoperated systems decrease

or bridge the distance between us and nature, in particular when they

enable us to remotely manipulate and experience what could not be

manipulated or experienced without the system. Consider for instance

exploration of another planet by means of a tele-operated robot.

However, in spite of this bridging of physical and experiential

distance, there may remain some feeling of alienation as it is still an

indirect way of relating to nature. The humans operating the machine

and experiencing nature in this way are also highly dependent on the

technology (see also the first point again).
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etc., and the point is also independent from claims about

capitalism.

Third, automation automates us, ‘‘masters’’, since once

a practice is automated we have to adapt our behavior and

indeed the entire practice to the machine. Although we do

not become the slaves of the machine in the sense that

they ‘‘command’’ us what to do, it is in our very role as

‘‘masters’’ of the machine that we adapt to what the

machine does and can do.9 Again this creates the paradox

that we desired independence and mastery and used

technology to achieve this, but the result is that, in so far

as we become automated, we are turned into machines

ourselves, that is, we are turned into the most unfree and

dependent entities we can imagine. Since Descartes

machines have always played the role of the negative of

the human: we do not want to be machines, which means

here that we do not want to be totally unfree; instead we

want to be free, autonomous, and self-directing. And in a

Hegelian context we should add: we want to be self-

conscious beings. In so far as we become more machine-

like, we lack the conditions for this freedom and self-

consciousness. Machines cannot do what the slave does

through work: the slave sees herself in the products of her

work, but the machine has no possibility to achieve that

self-consciousness. Moreover, it is clear that in our rela-

tion with the machine we cannot get recognition at all.

Whereas in the case of the human slave it at least makes

sense to discuss the question, the machine as slave takes

away every possibility for recognition, since only humans

can give such recognition.

To conclude, automation raises the question of what we

may call ‘‘the tragedy of the master’’: there is a risk that the

automation technology we developed and use to serve us

renders us vulnerable and dependent in new ways, creates

distance between us and material reality, and ‘‘automates’’

us in the sense that we have to adapt our practices what

automation technology does and can do [what I have called

‘‘the automation of the social’’ (Coeckelbergh 2014)]. I

have argued above, however, that if we take inspiration

from Hegel’s master–slave dialectic we should not con-

ceptualize these risks as implying that the machines

become our masters. Instead, I have argued that we remain

troubled and tragic masters, who become vulnerable and

dependent on the machine, alienated from nature, and

automated by the machine.

Note that the vulnerability and the alienation mentioned

are still the vulnerability and alienation of the master, not

of the slave–machine. The slave–machine has other vul-

nerabilities as a machine and as a slave. As a machine it

lacks the being-vulnerable of the human master. As I have

argued (Coeckelbergh 2013a, b), humans always experi-

ence their vulnerability, it is ‘lived’ vulnerability. As a

slave, the machine is dependent on the master in the sense

that the master uses the slave, can switch off the slave, can

be violent towards the slave etc. Note again, however, that

this is different from the threat of death in the case of the

human slave, again because machine vulnerability is cat-

egorically different from human vulnerability: only

humans and other living beings can die, only humans can

anticipate their death and, more generally, compared to

machines only humans are-at-risk (Coeckelbergh 2013a,

b). Machines cannot experience, let alone experience risk

and vulnerability. Thus, the vulnerability of the master is of

a specific kind: it is a human kind of vulnerability. Fur-

thermore, the vulnerability of the master is related to her

alienated position: it is made possible by not working, with

‘‘working’’ understood as a mixing of one’s labour with

nature.10 It is made possible by being dependent on the

slave for the material economy, which alienates the master

but also makes her vulnerable. If the machine stops func-

tioning and hence stops working, she is lost, since she no

longer knows how to work. This brings me to my next

point.

Vulnerability and alienation are also related to different

kinds of knowledge: the human master lacks the embodied

know-how of the slave, a know-how which can only be

developed through work, through mixing with nature.

Now when automation takes over work, not only the

human master loses this connection and this knowledge.

The human slave, who now uses a machine to do the

work and becomes an operator rather than a worker, also

loses this kind of knowledge, since when automation is in

place, the machine is the only entity which is in direct

and active contact with its environment (without, of

course, having experience and therefore it lacks true

engagement and involvement). There is a loss of know-

how. Furthermore, whereas before the slave could gain

self-consciousness through work, now the slave loses this

possibility. Therefore, both the human master and the

human slave become alienated. Let me further discuss the

issue of knowledge.

9 See again my claims about ‘‘the automation of the social’’ in my

recent keynote addresses at the Robophilosophy conference and at

AISB 2015, 21 April 2015 (Coeckelbergh 2014).

10 One may object that the master still has the work of ensuring that

the automation continues to work. However, in so far as this means

that the master functions as an operator who monitors and supervises,

this does not count as ‘‘work’’ according to the definition ‘mixing

one’s labour with nature’. It only counts as ‘‘work’’ when the master

repairs the machine. This is indeed a less alienated relation and

involves a different kind of knowledge: know-how. I will say more

about this below.
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Automation, knowledge and its relation to power,

dependence, and alienation

When automation is introduced in industry, health care,

and the military, for instance, the slave–operators and the

master–managers are distant from their environment. In so

far as the machine takes over production, care, and military

action, both the managers (commanders, etc.) and the

‘‘workers’’ (who are no longer workers but operators,

including care-operators and soldiers–operators) become

alienated from the things and people they used to work

with. This distance also has implications for knowledge.

The automation shift creates a problem in terms of loss of

know-how: although at first the operators still have know-

how derived from their previous, hands-on work, as

Bainbridge (1983) suggested the next generations of

operators lack this practical knowledge: ‘Unfortunately,

physical skills deteriorate when they are not used … This

means that a formerly experienced operator who has been

monitoring an automated process may now be an inexpe-

rienced one’ (Bainbridge 1983, p. 775) Thus, operators

lack the knowledge to supervise the machines if they have

never ‘‘worked’’ themselves. This means that they become

even more dependent on the machines. Similarly, if

something goes wrong supervisors ‘will not be able to take-

over’ since they also lack the relevant know-how and

manual skill (p. 776).

Perhaps those people called ‘‘workers’’ can achieve a

less alienated relation when they are no longer operators or

supervisors but instead become experienced repairers of

the machines: this requires know-how and skill, which are

developed through work. As they work on the machine in

order to enable the machine to continue its work, the

repairers are less alienated than the operators and super-

visors. Mixing their labour with nature, it seems that they

are workers again. They become less dependent on the

machine—indeed less vulnerable—and regain some power

over those who do not know how to repair. However, it

remains unclear how ‘‘direct’’ their relation to nature is

since they mainly relate to the machine: Is this a direct

relation to nature, and if so, how direct is the contact with

the (rest of the) environment? Moreover, to the extent that

repair is also automated, they lack this opportunity; then

there is more distance again.

Yet while operators and supervisors are still relatively

‘‘close’’ to both the machine and material reality and may

have some know-how (e.g. through repairing the machi-

nes), the master–manager is the most alienated agent of all,

being more distant from nature and from others. Distant

from both the machines and from those who operate them

(and those who directly supervise the operators), the master

has no chance to do ‘‘work’’ in the sense of mixing with

and transforming physical and material reality. (The same

applies to the master–owner, who does not work but merely

owns.) The master–manager is also the most vulnerable and

dependent of all: she is dependent on the human workers–

slaves and the machine workers–slaves. She has formal

power, and power to order and prescribe to the human

slaves and the machine slaves. But if something goes

wrong with the machine or if the human slaves–workers

refuse to operate the machines, the master is in trouble

since she lacks the know-how of both kinds of slaves. And

because of this vulnerability, she is already troubled even

before something happens. As I have argued previously,

human vulnerability is not so much about an ‘‘objective’’

state of affairs or probability, but also about the experience

of vulnerability, including imagining what might happen

(Coeckelbergh 2013a, b). We are not vulnerable in the way

an object or machine is vulnerable; as human beings we

actively and consciously experience and relate to our

vulnerability.

Note that the human ‘‘worker–slave’’ should not only be

understood as referring to workers in a factory, in an

industrial setting. The term also refers to ‘‘information’’

workers in the ‘‘information society’’, who are themselves

entirely dependent on their machines—especially in the

case of increasing automation—and on the masters–man-

agers. But again these information workers and these

managers of people and information are also highly

dependent and vulnerable on the machines they use. And

for the ‘‘master’’ this means two orders of vulnerability and

dependence: a direct dependence on the management

machines she uses such as computers (first order depen-

dence one could say) and an indirect (second order)

dependence on the machines the slave–worker uses (in-

dustrial machines, machines related to the infrastructure

which makes possible the computing, etc.).

Note again how this picture is perhaps more complex

and ambiguous, and in any case different, than the Marxian

analysis of political economy. According to the Marx of

the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844,

workers become alienated from their labour and from the

products of their labour. Because of division of labour,

workers could no longer determine the purpose of the

work. Workers thus become automatized when they do

‘very one-sided and machine-like type of labour’ and are

thus being ‘reduced to a machine’ (Marx 1844). This is in

line with what I said, but (1) I emphasize alienation from

the environment and the vulnerability and dependency that

come with automation, (2) I noted that workers do not

become automatized when they repair the machines, and

(3) the argument I constructed differs from Marx since it

connects this automation not only with slavery but also

with mastery: in relation to technology, most workers are

also masters—not only servants of the capitalists and

slaves of their machines, as one may think on the basis of a
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(superficial?) reading of Marx. And the managers have the

same problem as the workers when it comes to dependence

on technology.

Furthermore, outside the sphere of production, the

sphere of consumption can also be understood in this way.

Consumers must be seen as spoiled masters who pay a high

price for their mastery and their comfort and convenience:

they get others to do the work and they merely consume,

but they are totally dependent on those who have mastered

nature for them, and they are highly alienated from the

products they consume and from the people and machines

which made them. For instance, in so far as food produc-

tion is automated, the farmer (as master of the machine) is

already alienated from nature, but the consumer’s distance

from nature is even greater since the consumer does not

even see where the food is produced and has no ‘‘work’’

relation with it whatsoever. Moreover, when farming

becomes automated, the farmer is also alienated since her

role shifts from that of a ‘‘worker’’ (with know-how, with a

more direct relation to nature) to that of an ‘‘operator’’ and

‘‘manager’’—that is, a vulnerable and dependent master.

The farmer becomes highly dependent on her machines.

The consumer’s position, then, is one of double depen-

dence: dependence on the farmer and, indirectly, depen-

dence on the machines (and on the animals which were first

turned into slaves and have then been turned into machi-

nes). Separated from nature by two orders of alienation,

consumers are perhaps the most tragic masters in con-

temporary society. Thinking that they are the ultimate

masters who have reached the pinnacle of freedom (an

illusion communicated by advertisement), they are instead

the most dependent and vulnerable of all. They are like

very young children, but with one important difference:

young children (young children qua pre-workers) can still

gain self-consciousness through work as they grow up;

consumers (people qua consumers) have lost this

possibility.

Table 1 represents some of the analysis made here.

Conclusion

To conclude this section, it turns out that automation

technology—at least in so far as it takes over the human

action—does not render us slaves, but, rather, makes us

into vulnerable and dependent masters. Consumers, own-

ers, and managers, but also most ‘‘workers’’ such as

operators and supervisors find themselves in a position that

is characterized by alienation from nature, lack of know-

how, and high dependence on the machines used to lessen

our dependence on nature. New vulnerabilities related to

our dependence on machines is the price we pay for our

comfortable mastery. We wanted to become more free in

relation to nature and we did not want to work, but instead

of becoming more free and very powerful, we became

highly dependent on the slaves–machines that do the work

for us (and on those that know how to repair the machines).

It seems that if we continue to rely on automation, we will

remain in this tragic position.

Section II: Critical discussion: slaves, human–
technology relations, and moving beyond master–
slave thinking

After having articulated this argument inspired by the

master–slave dialectic, however, let me indicated some

problems and limitations of this argument and approach

with regard to assumptions it makes about (1) the term

‘‘slaves’’ and (2) about human–technology relations. At the

end of the section, however, I will indicate what we can

nevertheless learn from this way of thinking. I will also ask

the question what can kind of technologies might avoid the

problems discussed in Section I and how we can move

beyond master–slave thinking.

Criticism of arguments in Section I: Problematic

assumptions about slaves and human–technology

relations

First, the term ‘‘slave’’ is not very clear in the discussion

and needs unpacking. For instance, what is the difference

between a servant and a slave? Historically, a slave would

be owned by the master. But is this difference relevant to

the present discussion, and if so why and how? In any case,

more work is needed on the concept. Consider the very

term ‘‘slave’’. It is a term which is of course very morally–

historically loaded. As Bryson acknowledges, it is associ-

ated with ‘historical slave trade’, with ‘racism’, and with

‘endemic cruelty’ and ‘dehumanization’ (Bryson 2010).

Bryson then attempts to take distance from these associa-

tions by using the term ‘servants’ and by saying that robots

are servants ‘without being a person’. But this raises again

the question concerning the difference between ‘servant’

and ‘slave’, and makes us wonder if ‘servant’ is so much

less morally loaded. And indeed we may insist that when

we use the term ‘slaves’ as a metaphor and apply it to

machines we do not say anything about humans. However,

it is doubtful if this purification operation is successful.

When we continue to use the term ‘‘slave’’, the problematic

meanings of the term do not disappear entirely. The ghost

of historical slavery continues to show up. Do we really

want to let in these meanings by talking about ‘‘slaves’’,

even if, rationally speaking, we are indeed talking about

machines and not about humans? Moreover, it remains

doubtful if authors who make the comparison—from

Aristotle to Bryson—are right about their definition of, and
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assumptions about, (historical) slaves. In particular, in so

far as it is assumed that historical slaves were ‘tools’, their

humanity and their agency is denied. Historical slaves were

human beings who experienced, interpreted, and resisted

their slavery. They were never ‘mere tools’ (Aristotle) or

even mere ‘servants’ (Bryson). By using the ‘‘slave’’

metaphor, then, we may affiliate our arguments too closely

with a kind of thinking—a dehumanizing and morally–

politically problematic kind of thinking—we should avoid.

Second, this way of thinking in terms of masters and

slaves has a number of significant drawbacks when it

comes to thinking about human–technology relations. First,

it reduces the range of human–technology relations to one

particular one (master–slave). There are many more pos-

sibilities of human–technology relations. For example,

rather than having its own kind of agency, technology may

extend and enhance human agency. There are also different

roles for, say, robots. The precise ways in which automa-

tion impacts on human–technology relations need further

study and cannot and should not be reduced to a ‘‘master–

slave’’ narrative. Second—and this is a more fundamental

critique—this argument is in danger of assuming that

technology is something ‘‘external’’ to the human. If we set

up ‘‘technology’’ or ‘‘the machine’’ as an external agent

which is either master or slave, then we assume that the

technology has little to do with the human and that human

subjectivity and practice is not really changed by tech-

nology. But quite the contrary is the case: technology is

made and used by humans, and shapes our subjectivity and

practices. It should not be assumed, for instance, that the

‘‘work’’ remains the same when it is automated. For

instance, the heating and cooling of a building is very

different when it takes the form of automatic air condi-

tioning instead of older practices of regulating temperature

of a building, including heating (e.g. by means of a stove or

fireplace) and cooling (e.g. opening windows or keeping

them closed). Even if and when machines are given

‘‘agency’’, this agency can only be understood in relation to

the human. It is delegated agency, and delegation is a

human process. There is not ‘‘the machine’’ apart from the

human.

Now one could deal with the latter problems in two

ways: (a) by acknowledging the limited range and by

restricting the scope of the argument to automation, which

does typically involve a phenomenology of technological

agency, where technology comes to be experienced as

standing apart from us and sometimes appears as a quasi-

other—whatever other human–technology relations may be

Table 1 Implications of automation for knowledge, dependency, and alienation

Kind of knowledge Power, dependence, vulnerability Alienation

Human

master

Lacks embodied know-how of the slave

Lacks know-how of the machine

Power but dependent on recognition by

slaves–workers, Which renders them

vulnerable

As a manager dependent on the workers and

machines

As a user dependent on the machines

As a consumer dependent on the machine

and on human masters (and slaves?)

Becomes ‘‘automated’’ by the machine,

risks to become a co-machine or meta-

machine

No direct relation to environment,

technology, humans

Highest degree of alienation

Human

slave

Had know-how when craftsperson but when

automation sets in becomes operator:

know-how ‘‘transferred’’ to machine

(involving loss of embodied knowledge,

which becomes formalized—thus not a

real transfer)

(May be able to regain know-how and more

direct relation through becoming repairer)

As worker dependent on human manager

As a user or operator dependent on the

machines, becomes ‘‘automated’’, but also

some power over master who has even

less know-how

(As repairer more power over machine and

some power over master–manager,

master–operators, and others who lack

know-how)

Had less alienated relation to

environment, but machine

capitalism took it away, becomes

co-machine or meta-machine

(May regain less alienated relation if

moving to repair)

Machine

slave

(slave–

machine)

Only entity with direct relation to nature?

Entity with ‘‘know-how’’ (but not the same

as human, embodied knowledge)

Dependent on humans but also ‘‘power’’

over humans in the sense that it renders

them dependent and vulnerable

But: cannot give recognition (and cannot

receive recognition)

Only entity in direct ‘‘contact’’ with

environment?

(But not lived relation to nature, not

lived work)
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involved—and (2) by moving towards a less dualistic view

of vulnerability, alienation, and what I have called ‘‘the

automation of the social’’. Let me briefly explain what I

mean.

First, in Human Being @ Risk (2013) I have conceptu-

alized our relation to risk as being-at-risk and as being-

vulnerable; technology may well be experienced as exter-

nal but at the same time we are always related to it and

entangled with it as worldly beings who again and again

put ourselves at risk, render ourselves vulnerable, by using

technology. Part of this vulnerability also means that we

are changed and shaped by the tools we use (and of course

by our relationships with other humans). Second, technol-

ogy creates new ways of alienation—yet in contrast to a

superficial reading of the master–slave dialectic I empha-

size in this article that this also applies to the master—but

there is also a sense in which we are always in the world;

this kind of basis is not up to change, whatever else tech-

nology may do to us. Surely each technology may create

new or additional forms of alienation. Automation creates

its own kinds alienation, as explained in this article. But

this does not release us from our worldly condition, a

condition which Heidegger described as being-in-the-world

(Heidegger 1927). For knowledge and experience, this

implies that while there is certainly a sense in which

automation alienates us from nature, we always retain some

relation to it since, as embodied and environmental beings,

we can never be entirely alienated. We are always in the

world and in our environment; we are always already

environmental (Coeckelbergh 2015b). Third, once we

realize that technology is not so external, we can take

responsibility for it; although we should acknowledge that

we have never full control over it. With the later Heidegger

we may see modern technology, including automation

technology, as a condition which befalls us and which we

cannot simply alter. Maybe it is a kind of destiny (see for

instance Heidegger 1977).

A remaining problem, however, is that by focusing on

human–technology relations we might be blind to how

technologies such as automation, AI, and robots mediate

human–human relations. For this purpose, ‘‘master–slave’’

conceptualizations and the concept of alienation Marx

talked about might be still relevant. More generally, social

and political theory are relevant here. Automation is not

only about a kind of power struggle between humans and

technology (if this is an adequate way of thinking about

humans and technology at all; in any case there are more

types of relations—see my previous comment); it is also

about social relations between humans. Is automation in

the form of robotics and AI used to increase inequality and

injustice? By whom is it used, will it be used? If the use

and development of automation grows, who will gain and

who will lose? What will be the societal consequences?

How does automation change and make possible different

power relations? These kinds of social and political issues

should not be neglected, and a focus on the tragedy of the

master in relation to technology may distract from these

human–human issues and from the precise role (automa-

tion) technology plays in them.

Consider, for instance, the issue of power relations in the

light of specialization and centralization. When knowledge

becomes specialized and centralized, this changes the

power relations between humans: experts get more power

(sometimes on the basis of know-that, sometimes because

of their know-how) and also certain institutions such as

corporations become more powerful since they possess the

knowledge/expertise and the machines. This process of

specialization and centralization depends on the machine,

but at the same time humans also create these new social

structures and cultures, and then use machines to imple-

ment and materialize these. Mumford suggested in Tech-

nics and Civlization (1934) that before the machine

mechanized us, humans aspired to mechanize human

labour. He claims that

Men had become mechanical before they perfected

complicated machines to express their new bent and

interest; and the will-to-order had appeared once

more in the monastery and the army and the count-

ing-house before it finally manifested itself in the

factory. Behind all the great material inventions of

the last century and a half was not merely a long

internal development of technics: there was also a

change of mind. (Mumford 1934, p. 3)

Mumford then sets out not only to explain ‘the new

mechanical instrument’s but also to ‘explain the culture

that was ready to use them’ (p. 4). For instance, he shows

that in the monasteries of medieval Europe there was first a

culture—a religious culture of devotion—which divided up

the life of the monks in precise units of time. This culture

and practice then required devices that could measure time,

clocks. Thus, before the rhythm of the machine, there was

already the collective beat of the monastic culture, for

instance ‘the iron discipline of the rule’ in Benedictine

monasteries (p. 13). Mumford suggests that the mechanical

clocks arrived when these new routines and habits had

become ‘second nature’ (p. 13); after the rise of this new

culture, there was ‘a new kind of power-machine’ (pp.

14–15) which further increased the tempo of life. Similarly,

the industrial evolution was only possible with a cultural

preparation. Before the machines of the factory, Mumford

argues, there was capitalism with its incentive of commer-

cial profit, ‘abstract habits of thought’ (p. 25), and a new

attitude towards nature which disciplined the imagination:

‘mystic second sight must be converted into factual first

sight’ (pp. 29–30). Thus, it seems that according to
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Mumford there is first a technological culture in which

people are controlled and disciplined; only then there is the

(influence of) the machine. Now on the one hand,

formulated in this way, this argument unnecessarily and

undesirably opposes humans and technology and assumes

that one of them is ‘‘first’’. While we must acknowledge

that humans often ‘‘intend’’ and ‘‘start developing’’ new

power relations and a technological culture, the aspiration

to mechanize is also at the same time made possible by the

new technologies (for instance the clocks make possible

the new rhythm). Hence technology also plays a larger role,

perhaps not only that of an agent but also that of a

participant in what is unfolding, to say it in a Heideggerian

way. On the other hand, by thinking of technologies as

expressions of human aspirations, Mumford already

rejected a total separation of technology and the human.

And even if one disagrees with his point about aspirations

and technology, Mumford’s book can be read as an

invitation to study the interplay and entanglements of

culture and technology, and helpfully draws our attention

to human–human relations: here the relation between

(inter-human) power relations and automation.

Consider also for instance the discussion about

automation and employment: a long-standing issue that has

been debated from the time of the industrial revolution in

the nineteenth century until now. If machines are con-

structed and framed as ‘‘masters’’ or ‘‘slaves’’, then such a

focus on the human–technology relation may reveal some

important problems but at the same time eclipse and hide

(other) issues concerning human–human relations, even if

these human-relations are often human–technology–human

relations, with technology playing a mediating role. More

work is needed on this, for instance by combining political

philosophy with philosophy of technology. (This may also

include further reflection on the assumptions Hegel makes

about the politics of human–human relations and (self-)

consciousness.)

That being said, the argument and approach outlined in

Section I does say something about human–human rela-

tions and the role of technology in them: it suggests that

whatever inequalities, injustices etc. there may be in

human–human relations, whatever cultural processes there

may be, and whatever role technology plays in this, there is

also a sense in which automation technology puts us all on

equal footing: whatever our work status and related formal

social position may be (master/capitalist, slave/worker,

unemployed), as users and consumers of automation

technology we all benefit from the new technology but all

of us also become vulnerable, alienated, and automated

‘‘masters’’ and we all have to cope with that tragedy. There

is a high hermeneutic value in this narrative: We wanted

slaves, we wanted to be masters. But we did not want to

turn humans into slaves. The machine provided the

solution. Now we have them, our machine slaves: we

created machines, robots, AI, to replace human ‘‘slaves’’.

The gain is that they do the work for us. They give us

comfort and convenience. But the price is that we become

very dependent on them and that they render us vulnerable

in a new way, that we lose the opportunity to connect more

closely and intensely with the material–physical world

(with ‘‘nature’’) or even to other humans since we dele-

gated this to machines, and that the creatures (literally: the

things we created) that were meant to better serve us, now

render us more dependent. Moreover, as I have suggested

by calling attention to ‘‘the automation of the social’’, the

machines that were meant to imitate and resemble us in

order to serve us better (see the reasoning behind ‘‘social

robots’’) are now becoming our models, making us into

master–machines. As the machines are used to automate

work and social relations, they also automate us, in the

sense that they shape our practices and make us do things

in their way.

Again, this dependency on technology also means that

nearly all of us—regardless of our (other) social posi-

tions—have the position of ‘‘masters’’ in relation to tech-

nology. As masters of the machines, we no longer ‘‘work’’,

understood as labour in direct contact with nature and with

other people, but command and operate machines: indus-

trial machines or information machines. These machines, it

seems, are the only entities left which are direct touch with

nature. In this role they deprive their human masters

(capitalists, workers, anyone really) from having that

contact.

This is not only deplorable; it is also tragic, since

although it seems that this condition befalls us, at the same

time it all happens through our own human action. Tech-

nology, after all, is human (see also my previous com-

ment), but we lack full control over its course. On the one

hand, in so far as technology is human, we should take

responsibility for the technology we develop and its human

and social consequences. On the other hand, in so far as

technology is part of our ‘‘fate’’, we have to await a time

when we are released from our uncomfortable master

position.

Indeed, for doing something about our predicament, it

seems at first sight that the ethic of the master is adequate.

Not surprisingly, in contemporary discussions about

automation, AI, and robotics is claimed that we have to

regain command our machines–slaves. For instance, Wal-

lach has argued that we have to make sure that technology

does not slip beyond our control (Wallach 2015): we have

to regain control of our ‘destiny’. And perhaps we also

have to befriend our machines and not abandon them,

otherwise this has bad social consequences. (Think of

Shelley’s Frankenstein: the problem is not that the monster

wants to be the master, but that it is abandoned by its
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creator, this is what turns the machine into a monster!) But

given the previous discussion this ethic of the master may

well be a too superficial and problematic solution. It is a

solution that remains within master–slave thinking. Instead

we could try to think of how we can become a non-master

in relation to technology (without, of course, becoming a

slave). What could this possibly mean? How can we move

beyond master–slave thinking?

Moving beyond master–slave thinking

We may want to look beyond the master–slave scheme,

and try to develop and work with conceptual and techno-

logical tools that connect us more rather than less to the

world and to others. We need tools that give us more

ownership over our vulnerability by re-centering the

activity and praxis to the human (though as I argued our

technologies will always shape that vulnerability, our

vulnerability is always human–technological, albeit not

necessarily involving automation technology). We need

tools that are not replacements of humans which make us

into master–machines or meta-machines, but tools that

enrich rather than annihilate our humanity.

It is difficult, however, to imagine such tools, tools that

avoid the problems identified in Section I and the problems

indicated in this section. Which tools make us neither

master nor slave? Which tools are less alienating and shape

our vulnerability in different ways? One source of inspira-

tion may be 1970s thinking about alternative technologies.

One may consider, for example, what the economist Schu-

macher called ‘appropriate technology’ (Schumacher

1973). Such technology is ‘appropriate’ in relation to what

one tries to accomplish, what expertise and resources are

available, and what the unintended consequences may be

(Hazeltine and Bull 1999, p. 2). It empowers people and is

decentralized: it is ‘small scale, energy efficient, environ-

mentally sound, labour-intensive, and controlled by the

local community’ (p. 3). One may also consider, for

instance, Illich’s ‘convivial’ tools (Illich 1973). In Tools for

Coviviality Illich argued against the technocratic and

bureaucratic aspects of modern society and against profes-

sionalization and specialization, which alienated knowledge

from people’s own capacity to for instance heal, move, and

learn from direct experience. He criticized technology that

turns us into operators who no longer know the inner

workings of technology, which are hidden from view (Illich

1973, p. 59). We are totally dependent on experts. We do not

have a chance to find our (own) meaning. Against this dis-

aster, Illich proposed that we create and use new tools that

do not enslave us and enable us to realize ourselves.

However, it remains unclear what these proposals for

alternative technologies imply for master–slave thinking,

for automation and, more generally, for the use of

electronic information and communication technologies

(ICTs). Do convivial and appropriate technologies imply

the end of master–slave thinking, or are they a continuation

of it, albeit in a different (better.) form? It may well be that

‘appropriate’ and ‘convivial’ tools are mainly a response to

the problem of automation framed in enslavement to

technology. It may be that it is another version of the

argument that we need to re-gain control, re-gain mastery.

And what exactly do these ideas imply for automation?

Does conviviality require us to use non-automated tech-

nology only, or can automation technology also achieve

this? Is automation technology never ‘appropriate’? Can

we use electronic ICTs in a way that makes possible dif-

ferent power relations? More generally, can we make tools

that empower people rather than making them dependent

on new slaves and new masters? Or is empowerment a kind

of mastery? Can such technologies contribute to decen-

tralization of power relations? Does such a decentralization

solve the master–slave problem? Does it avoid it? Does it

really enable us to move beyond that kind of thinking?

These questions cannot be answered within the space of

this article. But they open up a direction of inquiry and

change. We can think about what kind of technologies we

want and need, and if current technologies do not meet our

criteria, we can try to design, produce, and use different

kinds of technologies. We can try to re-orient current

technological developments in a more desirable direc-

tion—including automation technology.

Furthermore, instead of asking what kind of different

technologies we need, we may also ask the question what

kind of activities are needed to get beyond the master–slave

problem. For instance, in the first section I suggested that

repair may avoid the alienation and vulnerability problems,

since it is real work that seems to involve a more direct and

practical relation to nature. This raises the question whe-

ther such activities and relations could help to move

beyond master–slave thinking and beyond master–slave

practices. If we repair something, does this involve a dif-

ferent relation to technology than when we merely use

something, and if so, does this different relation move us

beyond mastery/slavery thinking and practice? Does

craftsmanship involve a relation to technology and to one’s

environment that goes beyond mastery? Does it promote

non-mastery relations to others? And if it does not neces-

sarily lead to non-mastery, does it perhaps encourage a

different form of mastery, one that does not necessarily

incur the master–slave dialectic? More generally, we may

want to think about what kind of activities and relations

might take us beyond the master–slave problem. We may

want to explore and construct different concepts that are

meant to guide us to different practices.

Yet heeding Heidegger’s thinking about modern tech-

nology, these questions and suggestions may still be too
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‘‘technological’’ and too much aimed at mastery. To really

go beyond master–slave thinking, we might need to explore

non-academic and non-technological paths of inquiry such

as artistic activities which show different ways of relating

to technology and to others. Here my intuition is that

conceptual thinking and language alone may not be suffi-

cient to reveal different cultural–technological possibilities,

especially if and to the extent that the language we think in

may limit us to the master–slave binary. Perhaps we need a

poetics which brings forth new and different paths of

thinking and doing—a change which cannot happen in and

with conceptual work and words alone.

Conclusion

When it comes to understanding and evaluating develop-

ments in automation, AI, and robotics, thinking in terms of

masters and slaves raises a lot of questions, including

questions about the assumptions we make about human–

technology relations. It may therefore be better and safer to

avoid this kind of ‘‘master–slave’’ discourse altogether. In

Section II, I have explored how we might move beyond

master–slave thinking. Instead of accepting automation and

the related master–slave dialectic, one could search for, and

experiment with, tools, practices, relations, and concepts

that help us to escape master–slave thinking and doing.

That being said, the journey of Section I was helpful since

it shows how this hermeneutical device clearly helps us to

draw attention to, and articulate, some important issues

raised by automation technologies: problems in the

human–technology and human–environment relation (vul-

nerability, distance, automation, etc.) and in the human–

human relation, as shaped by automation technologies.

Whatever its philosophical shortcomings and (undesirable)

political luggage, a discussion in terms of the master–slave

dialectic can attend us to these problems in human–tech-

nology and human–human relations, including alienation

and knowledge, but also for instance power issues and the

issue of automation and (un)employment. Further discus-

sion within and on the edges of this rather haunted but still

vital and interesting conceptual space may therefore help—

as I suggested language and philosophy may not be suffi-

cient—to illuminate and cope with some societally relevant

and pressing issues in philosophy of technology and

automation.
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